**UW Strategic Planning 2022+**

**PREVIOUS + ONGOING 2019+**
- Student Success efforts, Innovation + Research Investments, Structural and Contextual efforts (see Gap Map for details)

**CAMPUS INSIGHTS Sp 2022**

**SYNTHESIS**
- Strategic planning team & council synthesize while sessions are happening

**DRAFT STRATEGIC PLAN**
- May 2022
- Authored by faculty, staff & students

**REVIEW**
- May + Summer 2022
- Statewide stakeholders asked for feedback by strategic planning council
- Units review strat plan + provide feedback to strategic planning council

**REFINE**
- Aug-Oct 2022
- Strategic planning council fine-tunes strategic plan in response to feedback

**FINALIZE**
- Oct '22-Jan '23
- STRATEGIC PLAN SUBMITTED to President & Provost
- STRATEGIC PLAN SUBMITTED to UW Board of Trustees

---

**Unit Dialogs**
- March-April 2022
- Every unit on campus
  - Discuss future of unit + UW
  - ID cross-cutting university strengths + priorities
  - ID mechanisms that support/hinder units’ success.
  - Iterative process of discussion, synthesis, checking back + drafting.

**Idea Labs**
- March-April 2022
- All welcome
  - 2-hr deep dives
  - Read-ahead homework for all participants
  - Focus on what it takes to actually make UW better
  - Structured working time to hone in on solutions
  - Active participation to generate concrete steps to make UW even better

**Anonymous feedback**
- March-October 2022
- Online forms open to all
  - Forms will be provided for the Unit Dialogs, Idea Labs, and a general strategic plan feedback forum
  - Will be synthesized by members of strategic planning team (65 faculty, staff & students)